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Li-ion Batteries: How do they work?
•Common commercial batteries use graphite and LiNixMnyCozO2(NMC) 
electrodes
•Electrons move between electrodes through an external circuit. Li atoms donate 
and accept these electrons
•Charging moves electrons from NMC to graphite (raises energy of electrons)
 

Fast Charging and Lithium Plating
Benefits of fast charging
•Electric vehicles take a long time to charge
•Implications for consumer electronics

Lithium plating prevents fast charging
•Electrons delivered to graphite electrode faster 
than lithium ions can insert into the graphite structure
•Result: In addition to normal reaction, lithium metal plates 
on the graphite surface (undesirable)

Lithium plating leads to irreversible losses of 
battery capacity
•Not all electrons are recoverable
•Reactions between Li metal and electrolyte can lead to thermal runaway and
fire

 

Motivation: Develop a Li plating detection technique to enhance battery 
safety and enable faster and safer charging.

Methods: Differential Voltage Analysis
•After fast charge, the voltage relaxes as battery moves from dynamic state into 
equilibrium state
•Reversible plating reactions interrupt relaxation (plateau feature)
•Plateau corresponds to peak in time derivative of voltage

Peak in voltage derivative signals that Li plating occurred

•This peak is prominent when graphite cycled with Li metal counter electrode
•Li metal has stable reference voltage (convenient) but not commercially relevant

Goal: Investigate differential voltage technique in graphite/ 
LiNi0.5Mn0.3Co0.2O2 (NMC532) cells, a commercially relevant battery 

chemistry

Experimental:

Results: Half-cells fail to predict full cell behavior
•Half-cells utilize Li metal and either NMC532 or graphite for electrodes
•Anticipated challenges with graphite/NMC532 full cells: NMC532 will also have a 
voltage relaxation profile

Hypothesis: VGraphite/NMC≈ Vapprox = VNMC/Li-VGraphite/Li

Conclusions:
•Plating occurred in the graphite half-cell, but plating either is not detected or 
does not occur in graphite/NMC532 cell
•NMC’s voltage relaxation would likely not be enough to completely obscure the 
plating peak

•After cycling, cells containing graphite were taken apart and examined for 
lithium plating

Plating pattern strongly depends on choice of counter electrode.  
Experimental: All cells charged at 15.3mA for 5min 15s at 23°C

Results: Differential voltage analysis fails to detect plating 
in graphite/NMC plating scenarios

Gray film indicates lithium plated, however was not detected by 
differential voltage analysis.

Experimental: Charged at 16.25mA for 9min 36s at 23°C. The cell underwent 20 total fast charge cycles.

Conclusions
•NMC’s relaxation profile should not affect detection very much if this were the 
only factor differing between half and full cells
•Differential voltage analysis does not detect lithium plating  in full cells with the 
cell geometry used in these studies

Future Work
•Cycle graphite against lithium metal and transfer it into a cell with an NMC 
counter electrode before fast charging
•Examine plating morphology using optical microscopy
•Explore differential voltage analysis in graphite/LiFePO4 cells
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